Internalization of iron-transferrin complex by murine L1210 leukemia cells and rat reticulocytes demonstrated by a minibead probe.
To determine if the cellular uptake of iron is associated with internalization of iron-transferrin (TF) complex by the cell, we synthesized a visual probe in which TF is covalently bound to amide-modified latex minibead, submicrometer in size (0.345 micron). Incubation of the probe with L1210 leukemia cells and rat reticulocytes led to the binding of the probe to the cell surface visualized and semiquantified by scanning and transmission electron microscopy. The binding was inhibited by preincubation with nonderivatized iron-TF complex. Internalization of the probe occurred through clathrin-coated pits and vesicles. Minibeads derivatized by nontransport proteins or glycine as well as nonderivatized minibeads did not appreciably bind to the cells and were not internalized. Ethylamine, an inhibitor of receptor-mediated endocytosis abolished the internalization but not the binding of the probe which, then, accumulated on the cell surface. These findings provide direct evidence for internalization of TF during the iron uptake.